
An interesting hand?

This month’s hand is taken from an Eve Harrison Salver event in 2007. It is a play problem and as North,
with both sides vulnerable, you are 3rd in hand and hold:

S AQJ98
H AQ543
D 4
C 32

Following two passes, you open 1S, East passes and your partner responds 2C. West passes and you 
show your hearts. East passes and South bids 2NT. You repeat your hearts, showing 5-5 in the majors 
and South jumps to 4S which is passed out. East leads D9 and the following dummy goes down.
 

S 1064
H K9
D J103
C AK986

How do you plan the play? It looks straightforward with two good five card suits and an outside AK, 
doesn’t it? West wins with DA and continues the suit which you ruff. At my table, remembering the lesson
about setting up the side suit first, North played HKA and ruffed a heart, East discarding a diamond, and 
ran S10 which held the trick. But when he led another spade, West showed out and his heart sank. With 
the 4-1 break he knew that when East got in with SK, he would lead another diamond forcing declarer’s 
penultimate trump. East then had one more trump than North with which to interrupt the run of the 
established hearts and to cash a further diamond for one off. Could North have done better? The full 
hand is set out below,

North
S AQJ98
H AQ543
D 4
C 32

West East
S 5 S K732
H 10762 H J8
D AQ62 D K9875
C J1074 C Q5

South
S 1064
H K9
D J103
C AK986

and perhaps the first thing to notice is that, on a diamond lead, you are immediately in danger from a 
forcing defence if the trumps break 4-1. Given the strength of your spade pips, an alternative line of play 
might see you take two top clubs, two or three top hearts, four trumps in hand and one or two ruffs in 
dummy. After the diamond lead and continuation, suppose you cash CAK and HKA, then lead HQ. If 
East ruffs with other than the King, you overruff and come back to hand with a club ruff to lead a fourth 
heart for your tenth trick. If East overruffs the club and leads another trump to prevent the second ruff in 
dummy, declarer can draw trumps and run the remaining hearts for ten tricks. If East ruffs HQ with SK, 
declarer discards his third diamond and he cannot be prevented from making five trumps in hand, also to
give ten tricks in all. If East discards on HQ, so do you (your third diamond) and the end result is the 
same, ten tricks and game made. Some of you may be saying that, in pairs, this line of play might be 
over-conservative but with two five card suits in hand and one in dummy, given the ‘laws’ of symmetry, 
perhaps the likelihood of bad breaks is greater on this hand than others. What do you think?
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